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Abstract

In this note we present an algorithm to approximate the steady state solu-
tion of the discrete time-varying LQ regulator problem.
Given a beforehand permitted approximation error and some system charac-
teristics, the algorithm yields a solution which has the property that the
norm of the difference between this solution and the steady state solution
does not exceed this approximation error.
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I Introduction

In the past much research has been done to find sufficient conditions for
existence of a solution of the linear quadratic optimization problem
w.r.t. discrete time-~~arying systems (see e.g. Kwakernaak et al. [1971],
Hager et al. [19i6], Anderson et al. [1981], Bittanti et al. [1986] and
Engwerda [1990].
I;sually, howe~~er, for time-varying systems no attention is paid to the
question how this solution can be calculated. In this paper we show for
the approach taken by Engwerda in [1990] how the solution of the time-
varying algebraic Riccati equation can be estimated by the recurrence
Riccati equation. That is, given an a priori specified bound for the ap-
proximation error e, we present an algorithm which calculates in finite
time a matrix which approximates the solution of the algebraic Riccati
equation in norm with an error less than e.
The paper is organized as follows.
In section II c:e introduce the optimal control problem together with basic
notions that are used throughout the paper. Section III shows how the
aoproxinate optimal solution can be obtained. The basics of the method are
illustrated in a simple example.
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II Problem statement and basic notions

Since the system we consider is time-varying it is convenient to introduce
some notation before we introduce the control problem.

Let N be any positiee number, A(i), B(i), C(i) matrices with appropriate
dimensions and x(i), y(i), x(i), ~-(i) ~~ectors at time i.
Then A(ktN,k) :- ,~(krN-1)...A(k) if !~ ) 1 and A(k,k) :- I;

S[k,k-!~] :- [B(k)~A(kr1,k)B(k-1)~...~A(ktl,k-Ntl)B(k-N)];

kCk.kfn] ~- CCÍk)I...I(C(ka~f)A(k~N.k))];
~Ck.~] :- (vT(k).....~T(R))T;

~'Ck. - ] . - (~'T(k) . vTÍktl ) . . . )T.
x(k,k~,x,u) is the state of the system at time k resulting from the
initial state x at time k~ if the input u[kQ,k-1] is applied;
y(k,k0.x,u) .- C(k)x(k,k~,x,u!;

,iA~ii :- largest singular ~.alue of matrix A
~x;' :- cuclidean norm of x.

In cn~oerda (1990b), it ;;as shoim that ~;e may assume ~;ithout loss of gene-
rality that a linear, finite-dimensional, time-~~arying difference equation
is described b~-

xl(k~i) ~.all(k; ~12(k} .a13(k) xl(k) B1(k)

x2(k~l) - 0 :~22(k) A23(k) x2(k) ~ Bz(k) u(k)
x3~kti) o o .a33~k) x3(k) o

x3
y(k) - (0 C1(k1 CZlk))x(k); x(k~) - (1)

tihere
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il : xl(ktl) - All(k)xl(k) t B1(k)u(k) is reachable at any time k? 0.
i2 : x2(ktl) - A22(k)x2(k) } B2(k)u(k) } A23(k)A33(k,k0)x3(k0)

y(k) - C2(k)x2(k)
is both reachable and observable at any time k z k0.

E3 : x~(k'1) - A33(k)x3(k).

xl(k)
Here x(k) .- x2(k) E Rn is the state of the system, u(k) E Rm the ap-

x3(k)
plied control and y(k) E Rr the output at time k.

Remarks
1) A state x is called reachable at k0 (from zero) if there exists a con-

trol sequence u[~,k0-1] such that x(k0,N,0,u) - x. A system is called
reachable at time k0 if all states of the system are reachable at time
k0.

2) .4 state x is called unobservable at time k0, if y(k,k0,x,0) - 0 for any
k? k0. .4 s:stem is called observable at k0 if x- 0 is the only unob-
ser~~able state at k,~.~

j) The dimensions of the states xl(k), x2(k), x3(k) can change ichen time
passes. Consequentl~~, also the dimensions of all matrices in (1) may
~-ary in time. o

}loreo~-er, ti~e recall the next àefinitions:

Definition 1,~
' The initial state x of system (1) is called

- exponentially stable at k0 if there exist constants 0 s a( 1 and
(k-k )

'd ) 0 such that i!x(k,k0,x,0)~~ s h1a 0~ix;j for all k) k0.
- exponentially stabilizable at k0 if there exists a control sequence

ufk0,.], Nith the property that u(.) converges exponentially fast to
zero, and positi~~e constants a and 51 such that i;x(k,k0,x,u)~ s

(k-k )
~1a 0~;Ix~j for all k~ k0.

- exponentially detectable at k0 if there exists an integer N) 0 such
that x modulo Xe(A(.,k0)) is determined from any y[k0,k0~N-1] and
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u[k0,k0~V-2]. tiere Xe(A(.,k0)) is the linear subspace containing all
exponentially stable states at time k0.

~` System (1) is called exponentially stable (respectively exponentially
stabilizable, exponentially detectable) at k0 if all initial states of
the system ha~-e the corresponding property at k0. o

To deri~~e sufficient conditions for exponential stabilizability and detec-
tability of system (1) two other notions play a crucial role in the ana-
lysis of Engwerda (1990b). These are periodic smooth controllability and
observability. Roughly speaking, a system is called smoothly controllable
(observable) if there exists a finite time period such that whenever such
a time period has passed, the system has been at least once controllable
(observable) during that period. Formally:

Definition 16
System x(k~l - A(k)x(k) ~ B(k)u(k) is calledy(k) - C(k)x(k) periodically smoothly con-
trollable at k0 if there exist positi~~e constants s and kl such that for
all k ~ 1 there exists an integer kz(k) in the interval [kOt(k-1)kl,
k0~kk1] for which S[k2-kl,k2]ST[k2-kl,k2] z sZI.
Similarly we call this system periodically smoothly observable at k0 if
there exist positi~,~e constants u and kl such that for a11 k) 1 there
exists an integer kz(kl in the inter~~al [kJ4(k-1)kl, kOtkkl] for which
li[k2 k2~k1]~tiT[kz k2ik1] ~ WZI o

Csing these notions we have (see Engw~erda (1990b, corollary j)).

Theorem 2

System (1) is both uniformly exponentially stabilizable and uniformly
exponentially detectable if
i) E1 is u~iformly exponentially stable
ii) iZ is both periodically smoothly controllable and observable at k0
iii) i3 is uniformly exponentially stable. o

~]oreover, it was noted that in case the system is time-invariant these
three conditions are necessary too.
Xext, consider the LQ optimal control problem:
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where

min J~, subject to system (1),
u[k~,kOtV-1]

kC.:~-1

J,~ :- ï {~~Y(k)~~2 ' ~u(k)nR(k)} ' ~Y(ko-N)Q2,k-k~ (2)

and the assumptions: R(k) ~ gI for some g ~ 0, for all k; conditions i),
ii), iii) from theorem 2; all matrices are bounded by a constant M.
It is well known that the following result holds for this control problem.

Theorem 3
With Q(k) :- CT(k)C(k) we have that

u~(k) - -F,~(k)x(k) solves problem (2),

a~here Fti(k) :- (R(k) { BT(k)K,~(k~l)B(k))-1BT(k)K,~(ktl)A(k),
and K,~(k) satisfies the bac~cwards recurrence equation

K~(k) - AT(k)(K~(ktl) - Kv(ktl)B(k)lR(k) f

BT(k)K`(k~:)B(k))-1BT(k)Kh(ktl))~(k) ' Q(k)

K`(`) - Q(~). (RRE)

Voreover, the minimal cost is given by J~(x) - xTK,~(kC)x. o

Remark 4
tiote that, due to the structure of system (1), the solution of (RRE) has
the structure:

K1(k) -
0 0 0

0 Kz2 K~3 (k),
To x~3 x33 ~

Consequently Fh(k) - (o~F2~F3),~(k).
Some elementary calculation shows that K22 satisfies a recurrence equation
similar to (RRE) that can be rewritten as:
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K22(k) - (.422-B2F2)T(k)K22(k}1)(A22-B2F2)(k) t (CZC2tF2RF2)(k).

with K22(ti) - C2(N)C2(N)

and F2(k) - (R(k) ; BT(k)K22(k41)B(k))-1B2KZ2(k}1)A22(k).

(RRE')

In the next section we will consider the infinite planning horizon optimi-
zation problem, i.e.

u[kC..] N~

w.r.t. the assumptions made under (2).

l~e will show that an optimal solution is gi~en by

u(k) - -F(k)x(k),

(2')

(3)

where F(k) - ( R(k) t BT(k)K(ktl)B(k))-1BT(k)K(ktl).4(k), and K(k) is
gi~~en by lim K`,!k), kith K`(k) as defined in (RRE).~~m

}fore in particular we will show that it is possible to specify beforehand,
for any approximation error e, a planr.ir.g horizon ti such that
,;K(k) - K(k)ii C e. So, for any desired precision, we can compute a solu-

ti
tion which approximates the optimal solution ( 3) for the infinite planning
horizon LQ optimization problem.

min lim JN



III Calculation of an approximate solution

ltie first show that the minimum in problem ( 2') exists. We have the follow-
ing basic result.

Lemma
There exists a control sequence u[k0,.] such that lím JN(x(k0),u) s

0 N-~
MiN x2 I, which moreover has the property that ~~u(k)u s M2~~x3(k2(2t))~,

~x3~
where t is such that kZ(2t) s k s k2(2(t{1)), vk z k2(2) (here k2 is as
defined in definition 1B).
The constants ti11 and 112 can be calculated from the system characteristics
(see proof below).

Proof
1tie pro~~e this le:nma by constructing such a control sequence ( see also
En~;erda (1990b)).
Consider the control sepuence

u[k0,k~,(2)-k1-1] - 0

u[k2(2)-k~.k2(2)] - -SZT(2)(SZ(2)SZT(2))-1(e(k2(2) t

x2(k2(2)t1.k0.x2.0)).

t;here

M

S2(2) - S2[k2(2),k2(2)-kl], and

k2(2)
e(k2(2)) :- F 422(k2(2)tl.itl)A~3(i)x3(i)

i-k0

-------------------------------------------------------

(i)

' Si - matrix S w.r.t. subsystem ii.
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(i.e. the sum of all components of the third state entering the second
subsystem E2)
With this input

xl(k~(2) ' 1)

x(k~(2)tl) :- 0
lx3(k2(z)ti, ko. X3, o)J

We now show by induction that it is possible to regulate x2(k2(2k)tl) to
zero for anv k.
Let therefore t be any integer larger than one. Consider the time interval
[k~4(2t-3)kl,k~t2tk1]. The sum of all components of the third state
entering the second subsystem from k2(2(t-1)) 4 1 until k2(2t) is

k2(2t)

e(k2(2t)) :- ï A~2(k2(2t)tl ,itl)A23(i)x3(i). (ii)
i-k~(2(t-1))il

Since by inductior. hypothesis xZ(k2(2(t-1)tl) is zero, application of the
input

u'[k2(?(t-1))tl, k2(2t)-k1-1] - 0

u[k2(2t)-kl, k2(2t)] - -S2T(2t)(SZ(2t)S2T(2t))-le(k2(2t)),

where SZ(2t) - S2[k2(2t),k2(2t}-kl], yields x2(k2(2t)) - 0.
So, the induction arguaent is complete.
tiote that ,~,SZT(2t)(SZ(2t)S2T(2t))-l;j s s for all t. Consequently,
'~,u'[k2(2(t-1)fl, k2(2t)]Í s 5 ~;e(kZ(2t))i~ for all t. As ï3is exponentially
stable, we get from (i) that ~~e(k2(2t))',~ 5}1~!;x3(k2(2(t-1))~1)~; for some
constant ~12, which can be calculated from the system parameters, for all
t ) 1.
So iiu(k)~~ s~tZllx3(kZ(2(t-1))t1)Í~, for all k2(2(t-1))tl 5 k s k2(2t), t-
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Dloreo~-er, from (i) it is ob~-ious that ~u(k)~ s M2'
0
x2 Q for some constant

lX3J
ti12 which can be calculated from the system parameters, for all k~ s k(
k2(2).
tising this control sequence and the exponential stability of L3 it is
clear that there exists a contant M1, which can be calculated from just

0
the system parameters, such that lim J`(x(kC),u') s M1 x2 ~. oh~m

From this lemma we immediately deduce that

Corollary 6
0

q IL'nder the assumptions (2), we hace that as we11 min J~ s~il;~ x2 i
u[k~ k~tN-1] ~

as min lim J` s~1
u[k0„ ] ~-~m

IX,J
Zn particular this implies that lim KV(k) exists.

~~
c

In our analysis for obtaining an estimate for ;K~(k~)-K(kC)~~, we will need
an estimate for ,ixC(k~t`)i~2. Here x~(kOtV) is the state of system (1) if
the optimal control sequence u[k~,k~4N-1] from theorem 3 is used. To that
end we first show that the periodic smooth obser~~ability property of E2 is
preserved if this optimal control sequence is used to regulate the system.

Lemma
Let the svstem

x(ktl) - A(k)x(k) t B(k)u(k); x(0) - x

y(k) - C(k)x(k)
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be periodically smoothly observable at time k- 0 with parameters u and
ki.
Then, for any matrix sequence K[0,.], the system

x(ktl) -(A t KC)(k)x(k) ~ B(k)u(k); x(0) - x

y-(k) - C(k)x(k),

is periodically smoothly observable at time k- 0 with parameters w and ki
too.

Proof
Follows directly from the observation that the obserc~ability Gramian for
~ equals
Y

Lv[O,k]X[O,k]XT[O,k]Sv'T[O,k],

where X is an upper triangular matrix with identity matrices on the diago-
nal. o

Remark 8
Ccnsider the solution to the finite planning horizon LQ-problem (2) (cf.
theorem j and remark ~).
Now, let D :- (C2;F2R~)T.
Then, A22 - B2F2 - r122 - [O;B2]R-~D.
Since periodic smooth obser~~ability of (A22,C2) implies that (~22,D) has
the same property, the previous lemma 7 yields that the closed-loop pair
(A22-B2F2,D) is periodically smoothly obser~~able too.
lloreover, note that DTD - C~CZ ~ F2RF, a result which will be used in the
next lem:na. o

A consequence of this result is that we can conclude that the final state
x2(kO;N), obtained by applying the optimal control sequence uN(k) -
-FN(k)x(k) at time k- k0,...,kOtN-1 to the system, converges exponential-
ly fast to zero if the planning horizon N expands. This result is proved

L .
Y
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in the next lemma. Its proof is along the lines the proof in Anderson et
al. (1981) of the so called extended lemma of Lyapunov.

Lemma
Let {A22,C2) be periodically smoothly observable and K22(.) a bounded
positive semi-definite matrix sequence satisfying ( RRE)', i.e.

(A22-B2F2)T(k)K22(k~l)(A22-B2F2)(k)-K22(k) - -(CZ(k)C2(k)tF2(k)R(k)F2(k))

K22(h) - C2(N)C2(ti).

Then, there exist constants h1 and a, that can be estimated from the system

parameters and that are independent of h, such that

2 -a(N-k~)

~~ x2 ( kC.~1) !.i 5~~e ~~~ x2 iÍ .

where x2(k~fti) is the state of the system x2(ktl) -(A22-B2F2)x2(k),
x2(k~) - x2. at time k- k~ f N.

Proof
Associate with x2(kal) -(.422-B2c~)x2(k) the 'L~apuno~~-like' function

V(x2,k,E) - xZ(K22(k) t eI)x2.

Setting Vk :- V(x2(k),k,E), we obser~.e that

Vk-~k41 - x2(k)(CZ(k)C2(k) t F2(k)R(k)F2(k)}x2(k) ~

Ex2{k)(I - (A22-B2F2)T{k){A22-B2F2)(k))x2(k).

Since (A22,C2) is periodically smoothly observable we have from remark 8
that (A22-B~F2, (CZ;F2R~)T) has this property too with the same parame-
ters.
So, for all k) 1 there exists an integer k2(k) in the interval
[k~t(k-1)k~, kOtk~] for which W2[k2,k2tk1]W2[k2,k2tk1} 2 w2I. Here W2 :-

,
matrix W w.r.t. (.422-B2F2, (C2;FZR~)T).
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Therefore,

Vk2-Vk2}klrl - x2(k2)(W2Ck2.k2'kl]W2Ck2.k2~k1] t EI)x2(k2)

-ex2(k2)(`~22-B2F2)T(k2}k141'k2)(A22-B2F2)(k2tkltl,k2)x2(k2)

Z (W2tE)x2(k2)x2(k) - EyxT(k2)x(k2), (i)

where ~ is a bound for (A22-B2F2)T(k2tkltl,k2)A22(k2tkltl,k2), which, due
to the boundedness assumption on the system matrices and corollary 6, can
be taken independent of k2. Taking E sufficiently small ( e.g. e-

2
max(0,2(~-1))) we find that (i) is greater than ux2(k2)xZ(k2) for some
constant u independent of k2 and x2(k2). Consequently, using the defini-
tion of Vk , we get that

2

k2-11k2}kl}1 ' ux2(k2)x2(k2) t c~'Vk2 for some ~' ) 0 (ii)

`ote that due to corollary 6 again, this bound u' can be estimated a
priori from the s~~stem parameters.
Inequality (ii) shows that 0 5 ~'k2(k)}kl~l 5(1-u )Vk2(k) for any k~ 1.
tiow, since W2[k2,k2tkltj]w2[k2,k2tkl~j] z c~Z for every j E N whenever
W2[k2,k2tk1]WT[k2,k2~k1] has this property, we may assume without loss of
generality that the times k2(k)tkl~l and k2(ktl) coincide.
So there exists a subsequence Vn where ni E[k~t(i-1)kl,k~tikl] such that

i

Vn s abl for some a ) 0, depending on x2,
i

and 0 C b C 1, independent of x2.

Since Vn z exT(ni)x(ni), ~~x(ni)~ decays at the same rate. As x2(k) -
i

(A22-B2F2)(k-l,ni)x(ni) for all ni 5 k 5 ni41 we have that

2 -a(k-k~) 2
~~x2(k)u 5~1 e hx2~ for all kC 5 k s kCtN,
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where the positi~.e constants ~, M can be determined a priori from the
system parameters and are in particular independent of the choice of N. o

This last lemma is basic in proving our main theorem.

Theorem 10
The control sequence (j) minimizes the infinite planning horizon optimiza-
tion problem (2').
Moreover, for any E) 0 there is an N such that ~Ki(k)-K(k)Q ( E, for all
i Z N, where ~i can be calculated from the system parameters.

Proof
From corollary 6 we have that lim K,~(k) exists for any k. Consequently,

N--~
lim uN(k) in theorem 3 exists. Denote this limit by u(k). Then, according
~~m
to Bellman's principle we have that

lim J,~(x(k0),u) s min lim JV.
~-~m u[kp, . ] `~

Since J,~ consists of a sum of positive functions, elementary analysis
shows that we also ha~~e

lim J~(x(k0),u) ? min lim J`.
ti~ u[kC„ ] N~m

Thus we conclude that u[kC,.] minimizes lim JV.
ti-~m

~ow,

x(k0)K(k0)x(kC) - x(k~)K,~(k0)x(k0) -

min lim J,~(x(kC),u) - min JN(x(k0),u) s
u[k0,.] N-~ u[k0,k0,N-1]

min J,~(x(k0),u) t Jm(x(kOtN),u) - min JN(x(k0),u) -
u[k0,k~fN-1] u[k0,k0;N-1]

Jm(x(k~.ti),u). (i)
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where x(kUtN) is the state of the system obtained by applying the state-
feedback control which minimizes JN(x(kU),u), and u[kCtN,.] is a control
sequence símilar to the one we constructed in lemma 5.
Using the results of lemma 9 and the exponential stability of E1 and i3 we

~ -a(N-k0)i- 2can estimate ~x(kCtN)i- s:~fe bx(kC}~~ for some positive constants a
and 'M which can be obtained a priori from the system parameters. Conse-
quently,

-T - -T - -a(N-k0) - 2x(kC)K(kC)x(k0) - x(kC)K,~(kC)x(kC) 5 M1Me ~~x(k0)~~ ,

which yields the announced result. o

Summarising, the following two basic steps are required to calculate an
approximate solution for K(k~).

Algorithm 11
?) Find an estimate for mín lim Jy(x(k~),u) which just depends on

u[ko , ] `~,

x!kC) and is independent of the time kC.
2) Find an estimate for x0(k~tti), c;hich results if the control u~[k~,

kC~`-1] is applied minimizing J~(x(kC),u). This estimate must satisfy
-a(ti-k )

the requirement that ~jxz(kQt1)'; s'de C;x2(kC)jj, for some positi~~e
constants a and l1 independent of `. o

In the abo~~e analysis we showed that given our assumptions (2) on the
system it is always possible to obtain these estimates. However, since the
estimates that can be deduced from our analysis are rather rough, is a
cumbersome exercise and, probably, can be much improved if one is con-
fronted with a"real" system we choose not to present actual estimates.
l~e cor.clude ~tiith a simple example illustrating the two basic steps in the
algorithn. Since we like to have the opportunity to compare the results of
our analysis with the exact solution of (ARE), we chose a time-invariant
example.

Example 12
Consider the scalar system
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x(kil) - x(k) t u(k); x(O) - x

(4)
y(k) - x(k),

N-1
together with the cost criterion: JN :- i{y2(k)~u2(k)} ~ y2(N).

k-0
Simple calculations show that the solution to t~ie algebraic Riccati equa-
tion corresponding to the problem min lim JN, subject to (4) is K-

1 {.~
2 '

u[0,.] h~

Now consider the control sequence u(0) --x, u[1,.] - 0. Using this con-
trol sequence it is clear that

min lim J,~(x,u) s 2x2.
u[0,.] ti-~

So, K,~(k) 5 2 for all k,N E Gi with 0 s k 5 N s m.

Furthermore, it is clear that the system is periodically smoothly obserc--
able with parameters kl - 1 and u- 1 and that it is periodically smoothly
controllable with the same parameters.
To find an estimate for the state x~(~) if the optímal control from
theorem 3 is applied, We use lemma 9.
From (i) in this lemma we ha~~e that

~~k-~'k}2 z (liE-óE)x2(k).

c,here Y is such that (A-BF,~)T(kf2,k)(A-BFN)(kt2,k) s~I. It is easily seen
K1(k41)'

that (A-BF,~(k)) - 1~K~(ktl)' Consequently, ,y - 1 is

Since Vk - xT(k)(KN(k)tEI)x(k), We get from (i) that

x2(k) ? 21E ~k. So, from (ii) We obtain

Vk42 5 IZ~É J Vk, With VC 5(2iE)X2.

an appropriate bound.

From this last inequality we deduce that V2k 5 IZ}ÉJk(2ty)x2, k- 1,2,...
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K,~(2kf2)
Since x(2k~1) - 14K 2kt2, x(2k) s x(2k) we conclude that x2(k) s

k
Nl 1

ZÉE (ZyÉ Z x2. Here [2] :- largest integer smaller or equal than 2.
J[-]l

2 r 1~N~
So, choosing e- 1, we conclude that x0 (N) 5 3 13J 2 x2. Using inequality
(i) from theorem 10 we finally have:

lll

Z Nr 1~-~
xTKx - xTKN(0)x 5 2x0 (?r') 5 6.I3J 2 x2,

which }~ields the estimate ~~K-K (0)u s 6. .
N 2 13Jf2]

So given an a priori desired approximation error e we conclude that if N

is chosen such that [Z] )~~, we have u12~ - KN(0)~~2 ( e, where KN(k)
satisfies the backwards recurrence equation: K,~(ti) - 1; KN(k) - K,~(k~l) -

Ky(kil
~ 1. o1~K,~ (kil )
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